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Top Quality Pools Since 1969
Renovations & Fibreglass Linings
You have this “hole” in the back of your garden and it has lost its “shine”, you no longer
feel excited at the thought of your pool and dread having to maintain it.
We can change all of that for you and help rekindle the magic that once was. Whether
you want to give your pool a face lift, make it smaller or change the design we can do it
all for you. One of the advantages about being in business so long, is that we have learnt
a few things along the way and I would say we know what we are doing.
We can take the dull and drab and turn it into the exotic !!!
Whatever the reason you choose to renovate, make sure you use a reputable company
and qualified people that can carry out working from removing the old pool and
installing a new one, to renovating and relining, for any pool renovation it is wise to
enlist the services of a NSPI member.
Basic Guide to your quick and easy fibreglass lining:
1.
2.
3.
4.

We remove all the old paint, fibreglass, coatings and anything from the surface
We neutralize the structure by means of an acid wash and give it a thorough rinse
We cut a groove just below your coping to anchor the fibreglass
Inserting of fibreglass reinforcement and resin into groove for anchoring and
sealing of fibreglass lining to existing pool structure
5. Application of a primer to the structure
6. Application of fibreglass and resins, and we roll it out so there are no bubbles
7. Lastly we apply a later of surface tissue and pool coat giving your pool that like
New look and feeling

With Imagination anything is possible
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